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Modern slavery is a complex crime that takes a number of different forms. It encompasses slavery, 
servitude, forced and compulsory labour and human trafficking. Traffickers and slave drivers coerce, 
deceive and force individuals against their will into a life of abuse, servitude and inhumane treatment. 
Victims may be sexually exploited, forced to work for little or no pay or forced to commit criminal activities 
against their will. 

West Kent federation Public Affairs and International sub-committee recently held a Zoom meeting on “Stop 
Modern Slavery” for over 50 ladies. Our speaker was Neil Giles from “Stop the Traffik” - a charity that works 
to prevent trafficking in the first place. Neil has worked with Police and other international agencies 
throughout his career before joining “Stop the Traffic” ten years ago.  

Neil stated that we need to be responsible in our purchasing, checking that companies have favourable 
records of their policy on avoiding Modern Slavery. We should also keep our eyes open for suspicious 
activity and report it to the appropriate authorities and concern groups. Nail bars and car washes are 
always quoted as places to watch out for but we need to keep a general eye open for unusual behaviour in 
other situations. 

According to the Salvation Army, you could come into contact with a victim of modern slavery without even 
realising. The signs aren’t always easy to spot and not all of these will apply in every case, but there are 
several key indicators to keep in mind. These include in relation to a person’s physical appearance 
(untreated injuries or appearing withdrawn for example), working conditions, behaviour, accommodation, 
finances and level of freedom (for example they may show signs that their movements are being controlled 
or have no access to medical care). 

If you are at all suspicious, then do contact one of the agencies listed below. It is reported that many 
successful prosecutions for modern slavery have results from an initial phone call: 

“I am sorry to bother you, I am sure it probably isn’t important but I just had a feeling something wasn’t quite 
right with……….” 

Modern Slavery Helpline    Tel: 08000 121 700 

The Police   Tel: 101 
(if you are in immediate danger call 999) 

Crimestoppers    Tel: 0800 555 111 
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